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Amber, 1 a 28-year-old female from the United States, recounting her current 
romantic "situation," explained: 

We've been friends now for four years, but this whole time he's been pursuing 
me. And recently I kind of gave him an inch, you knס\V, like we 've been kind 
oftalking now, so like the label that's been put on that was friends, and then 
friend zone, foז a couple years ... and nס\v like there's potentia1 and so it's 
like a positive situation. 

When asked why she calls it a "situation," Amber further explained: 

Because I wouldn't say that we are dating. 1 wouldn't say that _- .. 1 would say 
that he's my friend and now we're talking I guess. 

What does it mean that Amber has given "him an inch," so now they are not 
just "friends," or in the "friend zone,"2 nor "dating," but are friends that are 
"talking''? 

In Finland, a participant in a Vauva online discussion forum, 3 responding 
to a question on the difference between tapailu and seurustelu, noted: 
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Well, I have tapaillut mor e men in my lifetime than what I've eventually 

seurustellut with. Even with my e urrent husband we tapailtiin fo r some time 

before we started to ca ll it seurustelu. 

Tapailu is lighter than seurustelu. It is precis e ly that, that you d on 't know 
yet, whether you want to commit with the other one. Tapailu is about getting 

to know the other and figuring out the chemistry. Iftwo pe ople ar e on the sa.me 
page regarding tapailu, you wou ldn't think it bothers an ybody if yo u want to  

ca ll itthat (August 17, 2017).4 

Although the Finnish writer clearly distinguishes between tapailu and seu

rustelil in her response, the differences between the two tenns and relation
ship stages being up for discussion in an online forum and her last clairn 
suggest that there is ambiguity and tension between them in Finland. Siנnilar
ly, in Amber's examp1e above, there is ambiguity and 1ension between the 
emerging term and relationship stage of "talking" and "dating" in the United 
States. 

These exarnples suggest not only that ways of identifying and developing 
romantic relationships are in transition today, but also that they are culturally 
situated processes. We are interested in the communicative process of ro
mantic relationship deveנopment across cu]tures, with attention to both the 
cultural tenns participants use to identify ways of cornrnunicating, relating, 
and feeling in them, as well as those very ways (Carbaugh, 2005). 

Research and theorizing about interpersonal comrnunication has long fo
cused סn comrnunication and relationships in the United States and onJy 
marginally addressed the influence of culture (Scollo & Carbaugh, 2013; 
Fitch, 1998; Poutiainen, 2009; Gudykunst, Ting-Toomey, & Nishida, 1996; 
Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988). Romantic relationship research has also 

- been critiqued for being large]y focused on the Western context and ignoring 
cultura] differences regarding love (Baxter & Akkoor, 2008; Goodwin, 1999; 
Dion & Dion, 1996; Jankowiak, 199S). 

Despite this, research on romantic relating in different cultures has been 
on the rise, with the ethnography of communication (EC), the research pro
gram within which this study is situated, 5 offering some notable contribu
tions. Early on in EC, Basso (1970) studied silence arnong the Westem 
Apache and found that zeede ("sweethearts") who are in the beginning stages 
of liigolaa ("courting") spent tirne together in a variety סf settings yet were 
often silent and talked little until after several months when they felt more 
comfortable. Later, K.atriel and Philipsen (1981) examined the irnportance of 
"communication" and Carbaugh (1988) "self' as cultural categories in the 
domain of interpersonal cornmunication in the United States. Fitch Mufioz 
has perhaps most extensively studied interpersonal communication and rela
tionships in the EC program, examining multiple fonns of interpersonal com
munication in Columbia including directives, leave-taking, personal address, 
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politeness, and narratives, also introducing the concept of "interpersonal 
jdeology" (2009, 2006, 1998, 1994, 1991a, 1991b): 

Poutiainen (2009, 2005) examined romantic relationship deveJopment in 
Finland and found at the time that some relationships began with a period of 
frattelu, meaning to observe or watch someone that one. has romantic interest 
in for a period of time, before a committed relationship (seurustelu) ensues. 6 

There is also a burgeoning area of research on culture, weddings, and mar
riage, with Sandel's (201,5, 2011) work on cross-border marriage in Taiwan, 
Leeds-Hurvvitz's (2002) study of intercultura] weddings in the United 
States, 7 and Baxter and Akk:oor's (2008) study of East Indian arranged mar
riages. 

Although "dates" and "dating" have also been most extensively studied in 
tbe United States (e.g., Mongeau & Wiedmaier, 2012;.Mongeau, Jacobsen, & 
Donnerstein, 2007; Roses, 2006), dating and romantic relationships in differ
ent cultures have intrigued scholars doing qualitative research in different 
disciplines in recent years. Sorne noteworthy exarnples include Jyrkiainen's 
(2016) study of Egyptian females' negotiation of identity profiles סn Face
book as part of their dating practices and Farrer, Tsuchiya, and Bagrowicz' s 
(2008) study of tsukiau dating relationships in Japan. There is also a nascent 
area of research on online dating applications and sites in different countries 
including China (Liu, 2016; Pan & Lieber, 2008), Iran (Golzard & Miguel, 
;2016; Shakoori & Shafiei, 2014), and the Netherlands (Sumter, Vandeת
bosch, & Ligtenberg, 2017; Ward, 2017). 

While research on romantic relationship development in different cultures 
is growing, we aim to illustrate what a cultural discourse analysis approach, a 
research method and theory in EC, can offer to studies of interpersonal ·com
munication in the development of romantic relationships in different cultu.res 
today (Carbaugh, 2007, 2005). 

METHOD 

We take relationships to be constructed via communication and, following 
Fitch (1998), "that personal relationships are, like speaking more generally, 
culturally situated processes" (p. 14). As such, relationships are not only 
cסnstructed through communication, cu]ture is at the rססt of that very com
munication and re-created in the process. Likewise, relationships are both 
cultural and com.municative processes. 

We are particuנarly interested in the role of communication in the devel
opment of romantic relationships in different cultures. W e are drawn to 
Knapp's long-standing rnodel of interaction stages in relationships (Knapp, 
1978; Knapp, Vangelisti, & Caughlin, 2014) in this endeavor due to its 
popularity, focus on comrnunication in the development of relationships, yet 
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its common presentation in introductory communication texts and p�earch 
without attention tס culture. The model is a descriptive model of corrirriunjca
tion pattems in the development of re]ationships such as romantic telation
ships and friendships that is organized into וfve progressive stages each of 
"coming together" and "corning apart." Our focus is on the stages of"co�g 
together," which include (1) "initiating" (greeting); (2) "experimenting" 
(small talk); (3) "intensifying" (self-disclosure, expressions of commitment, 
personal idioms); (4) "integrating" ("two become one" in communication 
and relationship); and (5) ''bonding" (public institutionalization of the rela
tionship such as marriage) (Knapp, Vangelisti, & Caughlin, 2014).8 Follow
ing our own and others' research, we argue that this may be a cultural model 
of communication in relationship development that is not applicable to all 
cultures (Poutiainen, 2009, 2005; Scollo & Poutiainen, 2006; Basso, 1970). 

To begin exploration of this with preliminary cultural cases, we inter
viewed adults ages 22 to 38 about their experiences in developing romantic 
relationships from first meeting to establishment of a serious relationship, 
including ways of communicating involved in them, in the United States9 

and Finland. 10 We also took field notes on naturally occurring talk and inter
action about the development of romantic re1ationships in o:ur everyday lives 
in the United States, for Scollo, and Finland, for Poutiainen. Lastly, we 
searched for and examined online articles, discussion forums, and videos 
about recuחent, prorninent terms in our initial data, such as "talking" in the 
United States and tapailu in Finland, to round out our data and analysis. 

\Vhile it wou1d be ideal to observe all the varied communication involved 
in the development of romantic relationships, this is likely not possible. 
Moreover, how people talk about re1ationship develop1נןent can be an equally 

, important window into how cultural members develop such relationships and 
make sense of them in their own lives. Toward this end, to analyze our data 
we conducted a cultural discourse analysis (CuDA) conceming the commu
nicative process. of romantic relationship development in the United States 
and Finland according to members' perspectives (Carbaugh, 2017, 2005; 
Scollo, 2011). 

CuDA, a theory and method within EC, conceptualizes cultural discourse 
as "a set of communication practices-acts, events, and styles-which is 
treated as a historically transmitted expressive system of symbols, symbolic 
fonns, nonns, and their meanings" (Carbaugh & Cerulli, 2013, p. 7). Cultural 
discourses may be topical (e.g., discourses of romantic relating or health), 
and multiple, intertwined discourses comprise cultures. 11 Cultural discourses 
are systems of associated communication practices and nonns that are sym
bolic in the sense that \vhile our communication may say something explicit
ly abo�t, for example, communication or relationships, it also implicitly says 
something about who we are and should be, how we can and should act, 
relate to others, feel, and live in place (Carbaugh, 20 l 7, 2005). As sucb, 
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"communication presumes and creates a rich meta-cu}tural commentary," 
radiating a web of symbolic meanings about being, acting, relating, fee}ing, 
and dwe11ing (Carbaugh, 2017, p. 19). 

Using CuDA to unravel this web, there is dual attention on identifying 
and describing explicit communication practices, or "discursive hubs," such 
as cultural terms for types of communication or relation.ships, while also 
interpreting the implicit meanings radiating through them or "radiants of 
meaning" (Carbaugh, 2017). These are "part of an unspoken coherence par
ticipa.nts take-for-granted in order to understand their communication," often 
fom:זulated into statements of cultural premises, which are combinations of 
deeply held beliefs and values (Carbaugh, 2017, p. 19). A cultural discourse 
is likewise typically comprised of multiple "discursive hubs," associated 
communication practices, and norms, whose deep meanings are interpreted 
through cultural premises. 

. In the spirit of CuDA, our study follows its four modes of analysis
descriptive, inteזpretive, comparative, and critical-as we describe interpret 
and compare communication practices and cultural discourses of romanti� 
relating in the United States and Finland (Carbaugh, 2017, pp. 17-18). We 
also include two forms of critical analysis, "natural" and "academic" criti
cism (Carbaugh, 1989/1990). Jn the U.S. case, some participants employ 
"natural criticism" as they critique the emerging tenn for and relationship 
stage of"talking," while in the Finnish case, the data includes criticism of the 
tone of the relationship stage, tapailu. We also engage in "academic criti
cism" as we use a cross-cultural comparative analysis to critique potential 
Western bias in Knapp's model. 

For our study, we analyzed our interview transcripts, field notes, and 
online articles, videos, and discussions for recurrent, prominent cultural 
terms, associated practices, and nonns that feature in the process of romantic 
relationship development in the United States and Finland today. Inspired by 
Knapp's model-since some of these tenns identified relationship stages, 
Wa)'S of communicating in those stages, and participants' recognized 
stages-we identified stages of romantic re]ationship development from in
itial meeting to declaration of a serious relationship in both cases. Lastly, we 
interpreted the key cultural terms-often identifying stages and ways of com
municating, re]ating, or feeling in them-for cultural premises of being, act
ing, relating, feeling, and dwelling that radiated through them. 

In our analysis, we found differences in the ways the process of romantic 
relationship development was discoursed 12 in each case. In the U.S. case, the 
process of dcveloping a romantic relationship ,vas discoursed by participants 
as primarily one of communication, and secondarily of relating; thus, we 
have discursive hubs of acting ( or communicating) and relating. ln the Finn
ish case, the process of romantic relationship development was discoursed as 
one of both relating and feeling; thus, we focus our analyses on these discur-
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sive hubs. In what follows, we present U.S. and Finnish cuitural discourses 
of romantic relating, each comprised of a system סf culturaI terms, associated 
practices and norms, and a consteliation of cuituraI premises radiating 
through them. 

U.S. DISCOURSE OF ROMANTIC RELATING 

The process סf developing a romantic relationship in the United States was 
discoursed by our participants as primarily one of communication, and sec
ondarily of relating. In what follows, we delineate three prominent stages in 
the communicative development of romantic relationships in the United 
States up to being in a serious "relationship"-Initiating, "Getting tס Know 
Each Other," and "In a Relationship"-with their associated terms, practices, 
norms, and cultural premises. 

Initiating 

Similar to Knapp's model, "Initiating" is our term 13 for the first stage of 
romantic relationship development in the United States, though we broaden it 
to include a series of communicative means that initiate romantic relation
ships, inciuding (1) meeting, (2) social media "stalking," and (3) contacting. 

Meeting. Our participants noted a 11umber of settings and scenes where 
they meet potential romantic interests, inciuding school, work, school clubs, 
athletic activities, bars, through friends, and mobile dating apps, with Tinder 
being most popuiar. 14 While some of our participants were using dating apps 
and there were vaiying degrees סf comfort with them, most noted that they 
were especially useful for older people (typically 30 and older) since they 
have more difficulty meeting people due to being out of school and potential
Iy living in new areas for work. As such, one can meet romantic interests in a 
variety of physical settings and mediated scenes, suggesting an expanded 
notion of space and important cuitural premises of d,veliing and relating: 
Space in the United States includes physical place and cyberspace. Both are 
places tס meet potentia/ romantic interests. 

If there is romantic interest, our participants noted tbe importance of 
initiating some sort of communication with the person. Here there was a 
gender norm, that in heterosexual relationships, males should make "the first 
move," though several femaies and males said they would be fme with fe
males doing so. For homosexuaI and lesbian relationships, participants noted 
that whoever is more romantically interested shouid make the fוrst move. 

For participants, this "first move" depended on the context סr scene. lf in 
a physical setting such as a bar, participants noted that they סr the other 
person would "strike up a conversation," buy the other person a drink if in 
such a setting, and eventually exchange mobile phone nurnbers, Instagram, 
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Facebook, or Snapchat names, often calling, texting, foIIowing, or friending 
each other right then on their phones. Youngei participants prefeזred to ex
change social media handles, \Vhile oider participants tended to prefer mobile 
nurnbers. For those meeting סn dating apps, conversation began on private 
messaging through the app, foliowing the same noחns as above for first 
contact, eventually moving to following on social media or exchanging mo
bile numbers. 

"Stalking. " Most סf our participants noted that after meeting someone 
they were romantically interested in, they irnmediately started social media 
"stalking" the person. That is, they would look them up on Facebook, Insta
gram, and/or Twitter (e.g., "a thorough Facebook stalking"; "I'm that Insta
gram stalker") to learn more about them, depending on if their pages are set 
to public (and therefore open to everyone to see) or p_rivate (for only יifiends/ 
followers ). Several participants said they would not friend or follow someone 
right away, but rather a:fter time if the relationship developed. Participants 
noted looking for various information while "stalking," including if they 
were a real person; if they were in a relationship; last time in a relationship; 
ratio of female to male "likes" on photos; if they were safe to go out with; 
what their interests were; their photos; and, for oider participants, if they had 
chiidren. 

lmportantiy, much of this "Ieaming" about the other person is quick and 
visual, done by examining photos and posts. This not only helps one decide if 
there is romantic interest, but ·also speeds up the process of getting to know 
the person. As one participant, John, age 23, noted, he "stalked" his current 
girlfriend: 

Just to kind of see what she was into, see what she was doing and seeing her or 
her interests .... I was trying to kind of see what she was, what she liked 
doing. And tum.s out she had a lot ofpictures ofnature and hilcing. I saw she 
ice skates, so I like that too about her .... And I just got to know her a little bit 
better through sociaJ media before I even started dating her. lS 

Contacting. Lastly, it' one party decides after meeting and Iikely "stalking" 
the סther that they are romantically interested, they may contact the other 
person. This followed the sarne norms above for first contact. Depending on 
the setting סr scene where participants first met, as weil as what medium of 
cסntact was exchanged upon first meeting, this could be a direct message סn 
social media or a dating app, a text message, סr, though rare, a phone call. 16 

At this point we can ask, what must be presumed for participants to 
discourse the initiation of romantic relationships in the United States in this 
way? A set of cultural premises can be formulated that helps unravel this rich 
cmnpiexity: Being romantically invסlved with another is, at times, a desir
able state. As all people are free and equal, people have a right to choose 
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their romantic partner.�. Potential partners can be met in a variety of places, 
both physical and online, and through relationships such as friends. Since 
people are separate, unique individua/s, each with their own though:ts, feel
ings, and experiences, communication must be used to learn about the other 
person to see if there is romantic interest. This commi1nication may be con
ducted through a variety of channels such as face-to-face interaction, social 
media, or mobile texts and calls. 17 

If all goes well and there is reciprocal coritact after the first meeting, 
participants move to the next stage of romantic relatiסnship development, 
"getting to know each other." 

"Getting to Know Each Other" 

"Getting to kno,v each other" is a native phrase that captures much of what 
this stage of developing romantic relationships is about, using various ways 
of communicating to get to know the other person more deeply to determine 
if one is romantically interested in them. 

There is a system of cultural terms,. associated practices, and norms in this 
stage, some currently emerging and in tension as new ways of comm.iשicat
ing and relating take shape and transfonn over time. Specifically, the cultural 
tenn "talking" has emerged in approximately the past five years, which iden
tifies a relationship stage (e.g., "we're talking"). This is in tensiסn in this 
discursive system with "dating," an older term, which our older participants 
tended to prefer for identifying this stage, yet they used, understood, and 
often critiqued the more recent term "talk.ing." Most of our youngיr partici
pants would use the tenn "talking" to identify this stage of ro�antic relation
ships. We have used the broader native phrase "getting to know each other" 
instead, as it captures the heart of this stage, while encompassing participants 
who prefer the term "talking," "dating," סr nס term at all. 

"Talking" identifies a relationship stage in which participanl:s are trying 
to get to know each other through various communicative means and can 
include "meeting up," "hanging out," or "dates," as well as sexual activity. 
This generally is not exclusive; one can be "talking" to multiple people. As 
one of our participants, Jordan, age 23, explained: 

It's Iike you're not really dating yet, but you're just testing each other I 
guess .... You're not committed though .... You're k.ind oflike trying tס see 
if it will go there. 

"Talking" can Iast for a few days up to a few months, until participants 
decide if they want to move tס the next, more serious relationship stage, just 
be "friends," or end their "talking." That this stage is identified with the 
verbal communication term "talking" points to the primary goal of this stage: 
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using various commשiicative means 1ס "talk" to get to know the other-person 
tס decide if you want to pursue a more serious relationship. We argue, fol- · 
lowing our participants, that "talking" follows a loosely structured sequence 
offive communicative activities: (1) "talking"; (2) asking out; (3) going out; 
(4) more "talking"; and (5) having a "conversation." 

"Ta/king. " Beginning "talking" often follows "a level of progression" in 
terms of mediשנב, for example, from directing messaging on a social media 
site to asking for the ,other person's number, to texting. "Talking" at this 
point can include social media direct messages and posts (e.g., Facebook, 
Instagram, Snapchat, Tinder), texts, and possibly phone calls or "FaceTim
ing." 

The tone סf early "talking" is "casual" and "informal."· Social media and 
text messages are often funny and flirtatious (e.g., "flirtatious Snapchats back 
and forth"), while seeking out potential common interests. As Eve, age 28, 
Lara, age 23, and Mia, age 26, explain after being asked what role texting 
and social media play in the beginning of romantic relationships: 

 Eve: ] think texting is huge ו
2 Lara: Yeah 
3 Eve: Which I hate 
4 Lara: To be able to hold a conveasזtion 
5 Mia: That's th e whole beginning now 
6 Eve: Like I don't, 1 can't (.5) I can't date a bad texter. Like ifyou can't Iike 
7 make me laugb via textor like play offmine, it's 1101 gonna work 
 (. י .)

8 Mia: Give roe like a hello, give me a good rooming 
9 Eve: Ajoke 
10 Lara: Absolutely, yeah 
11 E,·e: Thought ofyou when ו saw this 
12 Lara: Exactly 
13 Mia: No like I waתt, yeah abso1utely, Jike if l'm gonna Iike, when I wake up in 
14 the moming I'm thiתkiתg ofyou, li.ke I wanna make sure that it's the,same 
15 thing חס your side too 
16 Eve: Send me a funny meme 
17 Lara: Yeah 
18 Mia: One hundred percent, yeah, flirt 
19 Lara: Yes 
20 Mia: Be a goofuall 

Notice here that the developing relationship and romantic feeling are located 
in communication-in texts of different kinds-between interlocutors. Even 
an important model of personhood-being a good "texter" (and thus poten-
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tial romantic partner)-is 1ocated in communicative action, that is, the ability 
to craft good texts. 

The goal of ''1alking" at this point is to get to know the other person tס see 
if there is romantic potential. This may include who the other person is, 
potential common interests, and career and life goals. According to partici
pants, this can last for a few days to a few weeks. 

Asking Out. At this point, if there is interest, one person will ask the other 
person, or they may mutually decide, to "meet up," "hang out," or gס out סn a 
"date." This follows the same gender norms as above. Interestingly, our 
younger participants treated such events informally, not wanting to call this a 
"date," but rather "meeting up" or "hanging out." A "date" for them is much 
more fonnal, involving dressing up and sסmething more serious and planned 
in advance such as a nice dinner out, and should be built up to over time. For 
several of our o1der participants, a "date" was seen as more casual yet neces
sary to move relationships fovתard. There was a certain sense of frustration 
among them that there is a reluctance to call this a "date" סr "dating." For 
many of our younger participants, however, "dating" is seen as the next, 
more serious stage of relationships. 

Some of our participants suggested that this is "generational." Many סf 
our older participants grew up with the terms "date" and "dating," while for 
our younger participants, "talking" has emerged during their foחnative years 
of developing romantic re1ationships. Thus, we can see how the terms would 
be in tension for older participants, as new ways of communicating and 
relating in the development of romantic relationships emerge. 

Going Out. At this point, the participants "meet up," "hang סut,," 9r go סut 
on a "date." It sl1ould be "casual" in nature, one-on-one sס that זיm-ticipants 

- can talk, and likewise in a setting that enables talking. Participants noted 
going out for a drink, coffee, סr dinner as good first dates. Severa1'.a1so noted 
doing a "fun" activity such as hiking, bowling, or mini golf as :�??d first 
dates, since they enable participants to have fun, while giving them some
thing to talk about during the date. Several participants noted that going to a 
"movie" should not be a fגrst date, since you cannot talk. As Eddie, age 22, 
noted: "Defmitely not the movies .... You can't speak. You can't talk, can't 
talk at all." 

The goal of the fגrst "meet-up" סr "date" is to talk to get to know the other 
person to see if there is romantic interest for both parties. This involves 
learning more about the other person than in the initial "ta1king" phase over 
social media and text. Topics may include work, commסn interests, and life 
in general. Some of our older participants that wanted to be in a serious 
relationship preferred to discuss more personal topics and life goals on the 
first date as they did not want to waste time, whereas younger .Participants 
preferred keep first ''meet-ups" light. 
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Participants also noted the importance of being "fun" and "interesting" 
and not "boring" on f.נrst "meet-ups" or "dates," which is gleaned through 
conversation. Likewise, romantic interest and feeling are located in conver

sation. As John, age 23, noted: 

1 \vent on a date \vith another girl from the college ... and itjust wasn't there. 
We went to Outback and Vl'e ah, it just wasn't there. lt was slow con versation 
the whole entira time, no laughs. She was a nice girl but it just wasn 't there, 
really dull the entire time like I could tel1 I wasn't having a good time. And 1 
think you could just see it wasn't going anywhere, there was no Jaughing. It 
was kind of just slow, like really nice girl, but it just wasn 't there. 

Notice here that "it"�presumably romantic interest or "chemistry"-is lס
. cated in "conversation" that is not "slow" or "dull," but rather in which you 
•have "laughs" and "a good time." Unfortunately, for John, "it just wasn't 
there." Participants noted in such cases that they would not see the other 
person again. They may say they could be "friends" or, more likely, n.ot 
continue "talking" after the first "date" or "meet-up." 

More "Talking." If both parties are romantically interested in each other 
after the first "meet-up" סr "date," more "talking" ensues. This includes more 
''talking" over social media and texts, "FaceTiming," and phone calls, more 
"meet-ups," "hanging out," סr "dates," as well as sexual activity. The goal 
here is to get to know the other person more deeply, to see if one wants the 
relationship to evolve to the next, mסre serious stage. 

A few of our participants noted that there may be "stages" to "talking" 
and that there is "talkingיי and "talking talking." "Talking" is the beginning 
stage and not exclusive, whereas "talking talking" is a later stage and exclu
sive. This is where some of the natural critique of "talking" comes in-that it 
is an amorphous stage where one does not really know where one stands in 
the relationship. Several of our younger and some of our older participants 
liked this, as they were interested in more casual relationships, and if inter
ested, wanted to take time to develop a more serious relationship. For many 
of our participants who wcre seeking serious relatiסnships, the tenn and stage 
of "talking" frustrated them as it seemingly prolonged the development of 
relationships as well as declaration of their status and exclusivity. 18 

Having a "Conversation." After "talking" or "getti11g to know the other 
person" for a period of time, one or both parties may be interested in moving 
to the next, more serious stage and, if not already, becoming exclusive. At 
this point, one סr both parties may initiate and "have a conversation." This 
"conversation" is more serious in tone, where both parties are working out 
what they would like their relationship to be. If both are interested in deepen
ing tl1eir relationship, "talking" or this stage of relatiסnships ends, and they 
move to the next more serious stage. 
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"In a Relationship" 

According to סur participants, there are severa1 tenns for couples who reach 
this more serious, exclusive stage of romantic relationships, including: "dat
ing," "in a relationship," "boyfriend gir1friend," and "they're" or "we're 
together." Interestingly, for our participants who used the term "talking," 
"dating" was seen as the next, more serious stage of romantic relationships, 
equivalent to "in a relationship," "boyfriend girlfriend," or "we're together." 
For participants who prefeחed "dating" to label the stage of "getting to know 
each other," the next stage of romantic relationships was identified as "in a 
relationship," "boyfriend girlfriend," or being "together." 

Analysis 

With the communicative process of developing romantic relationships in the 
United States, including the three primary stages of (1) Initiating, (2) "Get
ting tס Know Each Other," up to (3) "In a Relationship," now delineated, we 
can ask, why are romantic relationships discoursed as develסpirig·in these 
ways? What must be presumed for participants to make sense of the process 
in this way? A set of cultural premises regarding being, acting, relating, and 
feeling can be fonnulated that helps unravel this rich comp1exity: People are 
separate, unique individuals, each witli their own passions, interests, 
thoughts, feelings, and experiences. Due to this, if one is interested in an
other romantically, one must use communicatioזו tס learn about the person, 
to connect tס them, and to develop romantic feelings. This communication 
should be fun and interesting in the beginning, as it iנ:· a1i expression of self 
and develops the relationship and romantic feelings. Time should be taken in 
this process, since relationships are a serious commitment. People are and 
shou/d be independent; thu.s, any relationship impinges on both parties 'free
dom. Thus, time and care should be taken in getting to know someone to 
develop the relationship tס see ifthey are a goסd match. There are a variety 
of communication channels today. including the Internet, mobile·phones, and 
face-to-face interaction, that offer more ways and tinןe to get to know an
other person and develop relationships. Thi.8 should be taken advantage of so 
that one can make a good choice. 

FINNISH DISCOURSE OF ROMANTIC RELATING 
In contrast to the U.S. case in which the process of developing a romantic 
relationship focused largely oת communication, in Finland the focus was 
more סn relating and feeling. In this cultura1 discourse of romantic relating, a 
system of cultural terms for relating, feeling, and communicating, as well as 
associated practices and nתתסs, carne into ,,iew as participants made sense of 
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their roman�c _Iives. The Finחish participants were clear in their responses 
that �e begmnmg of romantic relating had stages. Throughout the interviews 
an� �מ other data as well, people analyzed, told stories, and stated beliefs and 
opנnנons about_ these stages: Most of the participants--but not all-expressed 
hoץe and longmg for meetmg potential partners and for long-term relation
ships. 

� w?at follows, we delineate tנlree current prסminent stages in the com
m�catנve �evel�pment סf romantic relationships in Finland up to being in a 
serגous relat1onship--Tapaaminen ("Encounter''), Tutustuminen ("Getting to 
�ow So�e�ne"), and Seurustelu ("Romantic Relationship"). In the fol1ow
 .t two stages with their associated tennsנscu.ss in detail the fsrוng, �e dו
pract1ces, norms, and cultural premises. 

. 

Tapaaminen ("Encounter") 

The two �ost pr;;i.ונient first encounters that were described by participants 
were 1:1eetmg face\�ס:face and meeting on Tinder. 19 Meeting someone for the 
frוst tוme face-tp-face

1 
was described as coincidental and unpredicted-one 

could meet new ,people at unexpected times and in unexpected places. Yet 
som� scenes סr \'lays �ere described as more typical, such as bars, events, 
part1es, the work env1ronment, aתd hobbies. First encounters were either 
followed by interaction via technology (Excerpt 1), or technology was al
ready entwined within the first encounter (Excerpt 2). 
Excepזt 1 

lnterviewer: 
2 

3 Maija: 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 
9 lחterviewer: 
10 

11 Maija: 
12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

Tai tyypilliscsti. Milen parisuhJeel tyypillisesti a/ka1ג? 

Or typica11y. How do relationships typically begin? 
Mii kertoisin oman tarinan ja sii sanoi$it e/ se 011 tyypillinr;,n, ktJska 

baarissa tavattiin j1ג hגi'veזtiiii myJnt6ii mui/le, koska kaikki 

m11utkiןן aina tapaa baarissa tai siis silleen, 1זiin. 

 uld tel1 my own story and you would say it's typical, becauseס'\\ 1
we met in a bar and I'm ashamed זo admit to others because all the 
 .thers also al\vays meet in a bar or soס
Joo,joס. Ja siihenkin liiltyy tekno/ogiaa sitte11? 

Yes yes. And techno1ogy is related to that as well then? 
Joo, sen jiilkeen sit oltiin yhteyde.ssii. Ensin kaJottiin eJ kו,mpi /isiiii 

kumman Facebookissaj1ג sit et lcumpi alottaa keskustelunja 

tlimmosrli. 

Yes, after that w� were in contact. FiNt we c1רecked out wh:ich one 
adds which one in Facebook and then which one begiז �חhe 
conversation and so on. 
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Excerpt2 

Miche/le Scollo and Saila Poutiainen 

Roosa (age 33): Etוii ,1וulla סn ainaki "1011esti sit ku 011 laitettu Facebook
kaveriks, ni sitten on kiiyty siinii jo lapi, esims jos baarissa on et ootsa hei 
Facebookissa. Aa, ni sitte tavallaan niinlcu kiiyiijo lapi et aa, niiii onyhteistii, 
ettii mistii sii tiin tunnet ja niiin, ni sit, sit-siitii saa jס semmosen niinגal, a/גal
keskustelun aikaseks ettii. 

For me at least many times when you have accepted each other as Facebook 
friends then you have already there, for example in a bar, [asked] are you on 
Facebook. Aaa, you kiתd of go through them, and aaaah, these are common 
[friends], how do you know this one, and then you kind of get the early 
conversation going. 

The first face-to-face encounters vary. Length סf time does not define the 
actual act or account of tapaaminen face-to-face. It cou1d be a short encoun
ter, as described by Sini, age 33. She had had a short but meaningful וfrst 
meeting, a 15-minute conversation in a daytime outdoor event tha�as fol
lowed by a "friend request" on Facebook, an exchange of message� .th�l:דay 
after, and an agreement to rneet sometin1e in the future in the city w,here the 
other party lived. Further, first encounters may or may not includ�s-exual 
activity or romantic feelings. Some of the first tapaaminen were described 
with expressions such as meillii synkkasi ("we hit it off'), hiin oli kiinnostava 
("he was interesting"), hiin teki itseiiiin tyko ("he put himself forward"), and 
me juteltiin koko ilta ("we talked the whole night"). These expressions sug
gest that the speaker has met an interesting person, tl1at they_ have possibly 
experienced mutual interest toward each other, and expressed that by having 
an extended conversation and moment of enjoying each other's company. 

The first face-to-face encounter-or the first few-in interviewees' de
scriptions included an exchange of contact infonnation. Friending on Face
book or using Facebook Messenger were the primary channels for first con
tact. lf phone nשnbers were exchanged, typical]y messaging then moved 
from F acebook Messenger into the WhatsApp service. 20 

The participants discussed who initiated friending on Facebook, time be
tween the first encounter and first message, and the amount and content of 
first messages as points for making interp1·etations of the other person, pos
sible romantic interest, and compatibility. However, when discussing the 
arnount and kinds of messages, there V-.'as not a strong consensus or shared 
norms for messaging. What participants seemed to agree on was that Face
book is a source of potentially meaningful infonnation. 1n Excerpt 2 above, 
Roosa described how during the fגrst face-to-face encounter parties \Vould 
bring up their Facebook pages on their phones, friend each other, and exam
ine each other's contact list. To have common friends on Facebook is not rare 
in Finland or Helsinki. Participants mentioned, for example, that sometilnes 
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it is refreshing to meet someone who does not have shared fiiends on Face
book. 0n the ס�er hand, participants also suggested that if the other party 
shared several friends, he סr she could not be that dangerous or strתage. 
Tutustuminen ("Getting to Know Someone") 

-

Although we have separated the first stage of kohtaaminen ("encounter") 
fro1;: the stage �� tutustuminen·(Iitera1Iy translated as "getting to know someone ), the transגt1on from one stage to another is not always clear Th fi tki ht · · e very lfS _0 aaminen could ��ady contain deep and long conversations, high 
self-�1sclosur�, sexual actגvגty, and romantic feelings-all of which certainly 
lead 1nto getting t� know someone. Martta, age 33, described the beginnin 
of her current relationship as: · 

g 

M�il __ ei_ ky� i"!nii ��keen �llu treffiji:i ku me tavattiin silloin yol, yii/ Mustas 
Haras ;a s1t v1etett1וn se yo yhdes. Ja sit seuraavan v iikonloppun, 110 me, oli se 
/avalla�n treff!t � me �ltii� sov_ittu tapaaminen, mut siis mun /uo. ,'\.-fe kiiytiin 
vaan kiivelee Ja sit Juss, tu/1 heti mun luo yoks ja sit me ollaan siiו liihוien aina 
oltu to1stemme luon yot. Et ei me olla ikin oikee kiiyty missiiii kahvil tai mitaiin. 

We never rea11y had any treffit when we met that night at the Musta Hiirkii [a 

7estaur�t] and then spent the night together. And then the next weekend, well, 
 t was kmd of trejfit as we had agreed to meet but at my place. We just wentו
for a wa]k and then Jussi came סver right away for the night and then we've 
lhen on been at each other's place the nights. So we have not really ever gone 
out for coffee or anything. 

Alt�o�gh M_artta's relationship began swiftly and without treffit ("dates") 
part�cipants m her group interview stated that typically, at the stage of tutus� 
tuminen, ther: woul?, be face-t�-face meetings (deitti or treffit in finnish, 
translated as a date or henga1lu, "hanging out"). 21 A M · 32 
1 · d "Th 

s ana, age , ex-. 
P. am� , ,, ere needs to be treffit, so that the thing starts developing to some 
direct1on, and then laughed. Treffit could follow, for example after meeting someone for the first ti�e at a party or bar. An invitation to me;t up would be pres�nted, an� the parties would agree on a time, place, and activity for the mee�ing. During the first few meetings (or treffit) an evaluation of the connecti�n tak�s place, as nסted here in Roosa' s, age 33, words: "Jaksaaks ו-ueta 
tapa�lee tai lwhtaako intressit tai onko kemiaa?" ("Do I feel Jike starting 
tapazlee סr do ou.r interests meet or do we have chemistry?"). If tw ן end h · ul . l . ס peop e 

. up avmg m t1p e mee�gs and סccasions of getting together, even 
�asting fo: months, these meetmgs or activity cou]d be called tapailu (ongo
mg m�et1ng-up ). 22 

_Tap_ailu is_ a1so part of the tutustuminen stage. In the 
follo�1n?, we descnbe.m deta1l the ways in which participants talked about 
two s1gn1ficant cultura] terms in this stage, Tinder-treffit and tapailu. 
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Tinder-Treffit ("Tinder Dates"). Some participant.s bad single Tinder-tref
fit occasionally, while some described phases in their 1ives during whicb they 
cou1d have five or six. Tinder-treffit in one week with different individuals. 
Participants also k:new of others who bad had multip1e Tinder-treffit in one 
day. An invitation to a Tinder-treffit would follow a shorter סr longer period 
of exchanging messages on Tinder. Participants had different opinions on 
whether the male or female should present an invitation and whether the 
invitation shou1d always be acc�ted or not. A .typical Tinder-treffit was 
going for a drink or coffee. The emphasis here is on "typically"-a drink or a 
coffee were discussed as safe and easy activities, but a1so as predictable or 
unimaginative suggestions. 23 Participants also expressed frustration regard
ing unimaginative opening 1ines for chats on Tinder, and on pattems of 
communication during Tinder-treffit, such as questions and topics for con
versation. 

0n the stage of getting to k:now someone, for example during Tinder
trejfit, the parties interact when they meet up. In addition to getting to k:now 
one another, parties explore, evaluate, and reflect on the potentia1 f6r�eir 
own and the other's romantic interest. However, participants desqrib'ed not 
only the content of the conversations, but also the gaze and physical 1appe_זa
ance as meaningful sources of infonnation. To the interviewer's question on 
how do you k:now, in addition to self-disclosure, whether therc is romantic 
interest, Leena (33), Sain1i (32), and Martta (33), replied: 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 
20 

Leena: Jסtain vaan puuttuu. 

Something is just missing 
Sainri: Niln 

Right 
Leena: Et ei oo, ei oo kemiaa 

There is no, there is no chemistry 
Martta: Nii, se kemia 

Right, the chemistry 
Leena: Eika se lhminen kiehdo jote11ki viilttiimiittii. 

Nor does the person fascinate somehow necessarily 
Saimi: Niin, et tietenki se voi, ihan nii11גוk siis, ihan tosi karuu, ettii nliki 

jostain ihmisista etta kun olir sopinut treffit חiiחkun Tinderi.rsli tai 

Tinderissii סotjutellutjonkun aikaan;·a vaikuוti hyviiltiija nain. Ja 

sitte11 ku se kaveli sua koh, niinkjוn kohti ni se o/emus ja kaikki 

kertסja niinkun itelle tuli saman tien semmonen [olo, tunne] et ei. 

Sit vaan silleen er fuck, el no okei istutaan tiis,ii ja juodaan niiii 

kahvit tai kaljat. 

Well, of course it can be, ,,ery harsh, that you saw in s9meone, 
when you had agזeed מס treffit on Tinder, or on Tinder you have 
talked for a while and he appeami good. And then when he walked 

21 
22 
23 

Chapt,er8 

towards you, the appearance and everything told you and you got 
that [feeling) right away that nס, Then youjust go oh fuck, o�y,; 
let's sit here and dוink these coffees or beers, 
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In a s�i1ar ?1ann�r, in another interview, Liila, age 31, responds as follows to the 1nterv1ewer s c!arifying questions: "What was the word you used did you talk abouר chermstry?" and "How do you know that the oth ' · · t d · ,, er one נs m ereste נn you? Note at the end of her tum how al1 th art" · with her: . , e P 1c1pants agree 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

6 
( . . .  ) 
7 

8 

( ... ) 

9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

LiiJa: 

Sini: 

Liila: 

Liila: 

Sini, Roosa: 

Er se, se tסinen, kaו-, se kaוse, etוii [kyllii mii sen lזediin et onks se 

toineח kiiחnosruחu vai ei 

The סthcr one, the the gaze, I do know whether the other is 
interested in or not 
[Kylla, lryllii. /1 Ja kaikki eleet siis sellaset 

Y c:s, yes. And all thc gesturcs those 

Se סn palfon niinku sel/asta .  imaסo vet-vetovח ..

It' s a lסt that kiתd of. , . we!! gravity 

Mut tiissii jos, ihaח niinku miettii ni, ihan et mitii siellii silmissii 
nak:yy, se semmonen tietynlainen pilke // sellanen // חi se fcErtoס 
But here if you think about it what do you see in the eyes, it's the 
certain kind of twinkle, that, so that tells you 
Mm,mm 

From t�ese utte�ances, we see that chemistry or fascination--or lack of 
�em-1� somethנng that can be observed without engaging in verbal interac
tion. Th1s doe_s not mean, however, that on Tinder-tז·efjit, there wou1d be no 
talk, �r t�at sנlence wou1d be important, not to mention preferred, Our aim 
here 18 sנ�ply to underline that it is not only verbal coנnmunication that is 
 bserved, mterpreted, and evaluated by participants. Occasionally as in thס
excerpts _earlier,. it is also difficult to verbalize what is the source �r channe; 
ftom \vh1ch the mterpretations are drawn. 
. Tapailu. The phase of tapailu, in practice, consists of a number of meet
:gs (meet-ups, dates, �endezv�us) that cou1d be regular, but go on without 

agreement סf a set �1me per1od or set requirements, for example, for the 
freqןןency סf the meetmgs. Tapailu most likely wou1d include sex, and it 
cou1� go ?n סnly for sex, F סr example, Liila, age 31, described her current 
r�lat�onshנp as tapailu: she is single, but meets with a particu1ar man five or sנx tnnes a week. They are attracted to each other, enjoy eaclנ other's compa-
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ny, and the sex is "great"; however, they are not in a committed romantic 
relationship (seurustelu ), and she would not want to have one with him. 

Earlier Roosa stated that the f1rst few treffit are a point to evaluate wheth
er to start tapailu. During tapailu the partners get to know each other, and 
they evaluate, further, the level of romantic jnterest and the need and pos
sibility for a monogamous relationship (Et onks tiissajotain?, "Is there sסme
thing going on here?"). Tapailu either develops into seurustelu (romantic 
partnersh:ip) or eventually ends. 

Participants were keen on analytically evaluating the expectations, be
liefs, and values surrounding tapailu. Participants also discussed changes, 
and some of the participants stated as natural criticism that in current times, 
tapailu is preferred over "serious" relationships. Commitment (to one per
son) was considered to be rare, and there was an expectation to enjoy Tinder 
and tapailu lightly and playfully. Tinder, in particular, creates the impression 
that there are multiple possible people to meet, and thus committing to some
one becomes more demanding. In other words, tapailu is not necessarily 
assumed as a monogamous stage. At least monogamy is not agreed upon 
once in this stage (although tapailu could move into monogamy without an 
explicit agreement). As Sini, age 33, explains: 

Mun mielestii // esmes parisuhde on jo sit tosi vakava jo nykyailwna et jos 
jotkut sanoo et ne on parisuhteessa niinku me nyt sanotaan ni se on jo melkeen 
niinku avoliitt.o ... sitte // niinku tapailusuhde, se voi kestiid x miiiiriin aikoja 
riippuen niist henkiloist mitii ne haluu mut parisuhde onjo sellane et sit niinku 
esittiiydytiiiin vanhemmille 1/ja sit kujos ollaan tiin ikiisii [lw/mekymppisiiij ni 
sit siinii on niinki1 jo se optio niinku tosi vahvana siihen ettii // pitiis ehkii 
ntinku mennii naimisiin ja sitte niinku tehii niitii asioita et, tietysti on erilaisia 
pariskuntia et jotkut ei haluu eES /apsia tai niiin mutta // 

In my opinion for example parisuhde [romantic relationship] is already really 
scrious nowadays. If someone says that they are in parisuhde, like we are now 
saying, then it is already almost like avסliitto24 .•. that tapailusuhde (tapailu 
relationship), it can last x amount oftime depending on the people what they 
want, but paris1-1hde is already that, that in it you introduce yourself to the 
parents and when you are at l.his age [around 30s] there is that option, veזy 
strong, that maybe we should get married and do those things, of course there 
are different kinds of coup les, not all even want to have chiltlren, but like this. 

Participants also discussed romantic relationships as a bonus. Some partici
pants suggested that instead of looking at committed romantic relationships 
as the aim, those relationships are seen as a bonus in the process of getting to 
know new people, and in t}1e process of tapaileminen. In the end, partici
pants' experiences and discussion were full of contradictions. In addition to 
describing lightness, playfulness, and staying noncornmitted, the participants 
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�escribed he�ches? tears, disappointments, fears for expressing romantic mterest, and difficulties in experiencing rejection. 
. Partici?ants recognized k�skustelu ("the conversation") as the tuming �oוnt, wh1ch moves tapailu into a committed relationship. In the conversation, the _couple defmes the relationship. They could, for example, acknowledge their �utual fee1in�s (or Jack of them) and agree on monogamy. Some of the particוpants d�scn�e keskustelu as scary or risky. Roosa, age 33, suggested tha� both_part1es mוght be afraid of initiating keskustelu, being worried about getting reנected, and thus tapailu could go on for a long time. 

• ........-- 1 

Stmיף�u ("Romantic Relationship") 
....  '-::י"- .

If keskustelu is successful and both parties want to move forward to the next more_ serio� stag� ?,f romantic relationships, they move into seurustelu ("ro� mantוc relationshוp ). Synonyms for seurustelu ftom participants included tyttoysta,vii, poikaystiivii ("girlfi-iend, boyfi-iend"); naisystiiva, miesystiivii �"wom�fi-ie�d, manftiend"; equivalent for "girlfriend, boyfriend," but used m relationsh1ps of older partners, in middle age and up ); and varattu (''to be �en"). Other expressions used were olla yhdessii ("to be together'ר, olla ;onktוn kanssa ("to be with someone"), or to be (pari)s1,hteessa which is the expression used also on Facebook, "in a relationship." 
Analysis 

Whe� l�stening tס these men and women in their 20s and 30s living in �el�ink1, we can ask, why are romantic relationships discoursed as developmg 1n these �ays, �ough the three stages of(l )  Tapaaminen ("Encounter"), (2) T�tustum_inen � �etting to Know Someone"), up to (3) Seurustelu ("Romant1c Re1ationship )? The most prevalent premise is about communication relat�ng, and feeling happening luonnollisesti ("naturally"). This could b� cons1dered an ideal, which participants reflected upon regarding their experiences. When something happens luonnollisesti, it cou1d be explained as follows: Participants engaging in romantic relating prefer, emphasize, hope for, trust, and believe in comm1וnicatiסn, re/ating, and jeeling that is effortless, not forced סr artificia/, just happening, happening easily, without }Vסrk סr trying, comfortable, happening withסut noticing, happening on its own pace-be it fast סr without rush-and without feeling too anxious about or . �Mecure סf_ the oth�r :s behavior סr feelings. In addition, the following premise� are a�t1ve: lndzv1duals can have periods סf time when they wish for and actzve_ly a1m to engage in rסmantic relationships, and periods when they do not wish for סr want to engage in one. The feeling of being in love is wonderful but it can be rare. Sometimes it can be difficult to verbally express romantic ftelings or the reasons for lack סf them. Romantic interest does not 
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only lie in the individual feeling the fteling, but it should also be observable 
or ftlt between the parties, in the chemistry that is shared by the parties. An 
individual should listen to his סr her feelings, and she or he can and must 
trust one 's own feelings. Potential for romantic re/ating is observed and 
evaluated not only in one 's ftelings, but also in the interaction of the parties. 
In interaction, nonverbal cסmmunication is meaningful-the other's gaze, 
presence, and appearance affect romantic interest in someone. 

DISCUSSION 

We have painted, albeit partially, U.S. and Finnish discourses of romantic 
relationship development, each including a system of cultural tenns for rela
tionship stages and types, communicative activities and events, and·romantic 
feeling, as well as associated pr!lctices, norms, and their meaniתgs. 

While on the surface, the three relationship stages in each case may seem 
similar, as well as the three initial stages of "conring together" in. Knapp's 
(1978) model, as illuslrated below in table 8.1, beneath the surface there are 
deep cultural differences. 

While the fust stage for al] three is some sort of initial meeting, in 
Knapp's model the sole focus is on the communication pattem of"greeting," 
while lnitiating in the U.S. case and Tapaaminen ("Encounter") in the Finn
ish case include multiple communicative activities and potential romantic 
feelings, often identified by cultural terms rich v.rith potent meaning. ln fact, 
aspects of the first stage in the U.S. and Finnish cases would likely be part of 
Knapp's second and third stages, illustrating variance in re]ationship devel
opment culturally and over time, as well as potential bias in Knapp's model. 

 the surface, the second stage looks sirnilar for all three, all focusing on ת0
getting to know the other person, but deep differences abound. For Knapp, 
this stage of"Experimenting" focuses on "small talk," a cultural term for and 
way of communicating that may not be present in all cultures. 25 Indeed, a 
cultural pre�se ruתs through Knapp's model that small talk is the way to get 
to know people, develop, and maintain relationships. 

Table 8.1. Relatlonship Stages וn Knapp's Model, U.S. and Flnnlsh Ca.ses 

STAGE1 STAGE2 STAGE3 

Knapp's Model lnitiating Experimenting lntensifying 

U.S.Case lnitiating Getting to Know ln a Relationship 

EachOther 

Finnlsh Case Tapaaminen Tutusfumtnen Seurustelu 
(Encounter) (Getting \ס Know (Romantic 

Someone) Relationship) 

 ג·�נ:;,
,, 
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. In the U.S. case, tht��ond stage of "Gettiתg to Know Each Other'' is 
dבsco_ursed as largely focusing סn conversing through multiple channels and 
meetmgs to get to know the other person mor.e deeply to see if there is 
romantic potential. Here we also see a cultural discursive system in motion, 
as n�w te�s for and ways of communicating and relating emerge aתd are in 
tens1on, with participants having competing preferences and opiniסn!;J about 
!11e ne� tenn for and relationship stage of "talking" versus "dating." Regard
mg th1s, there has been a proliferation of mediated technologies such as cell 
�hon�s, text messaging, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, online dat
mg s1tes, and apps that enable people to talk to romantic interests in multiple, 
new ways._ As such, "�king" may have emerged as a relationship stage in 
concert ':'71th-Qr precisely because of-these technologies. 26 In a similar 

manner, וn the Finnish case, participants' talk was fנlled with technology 
language and loan words such as swaipata Tinderiii ("to swipe Tinder") 
Tin�:r-treffit ("Tinder-dates"), and laittaa viestiii (Jitera1ly, "to put mes� 
�age ), and there seems to be a recent change in approaching romantic relat-
1�g more playfu_Ily, lightly-more superficially. Thus, new technologies are 
l1kely transformmg_ how we communicatively develop rortiantic relationships 
today, and concom1tantly, those very relationships. 

1n contrast, in the Finnish case, the second stage, Tutustuminen ("Getting 
to Kתow Someone"), is discoursed as much more amorphous and largely 
focused on relating andfeeling. Interestingly, feeling is Iinked to communi
cation: participants talked about the importance of determining romantic 
"chernistry," and on the ways in which it is focused not only on verbal but 
also on nuanced interpretations of nonverbal communication such as "gaze " 
"appearance," presence, and "gestures." This is perhaps one of the mo�t 
significant differences between the two cases, that in the Finnish case ro
?1811tic relationshi�s and feelings should ideally deve1op "naturally" and are 
mterpreted also Vla subtle nonverbal (and verbal) cues, while in the U.S. 
case: !he �eveloping romantic relationship and fee1ings are located moie 
ex�l1�1tly 1n verbal communication between interlocutors (e.g., texts or ta1k). 
Th1s. 1s no! to say that F inns do not talk in the beginning stages of romantic 
relat1onships. The difference is that when Finnish and U.S. participants talk 
abo�t developing romantic relationships, they focus on different things, sug
gestmg deeper and differing cultural premises grounding the development of 
romantic relationships. 

Vi'hile there are differences, there were also many commonalities across 
the cases, whi�h we do not want to diminish. Though we spent the majority 
 f our analys1s on the first two stages, we did discuss cultural terms forס
relationships once both parties had "a conversation" or keskustelu and de
cided to move to a more serious, monogamous relationship ("In a Relation
ship" or Seurustelu). For Knapp, this is the "Intensifying" stage, which is 
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marked by a number of communication pattems distinctive to and constitu-

. f h' ta 27 t1ve ס t 18 8 ge. . · e in the field of 
While Knapp's model is a 1ong-stand1ng and important סn 

. 1 communication we hope to have illustrated that the model, 
1nterpersona · ' · h 11 ultures 

h f,.ר be culturally biased and not appl1cable tס ow a c 
thoug use w, may . . t h illustrat-
develop romantic relationships today. Add1t1onally, we hope ס a;e 

1 te 
ed how a cultural discסurse analysis approach focused תס key_ cu t�a . � 
and their meanings can briתg a more in-depth and cu�turally s1tuate vte:: 
the study of romantic relationship development and interpersonal

al 
comm fi 

cation more broadly. In both the U.S. and Finnish cases, cultur te� or 
. t

. lating and feeling were portals into the deep mearongs as 
commuruca mg, re , . hi · th y they 
to how and why participants develop romantic relat1ons ps m e wa 

ld f 
do. We hope to have provided two such win�ows !nto cultural wor s o 

interpersonal communication and romantic relat1onsh1ps today. 

NOTES 

h . d fזס all research participants to protect anonyrnity · ו. Names have been c ange 
l . h. . which one person is romantically inteז ested 

2. The " friend zone" refers to a re atוons גp וn_ 
" 

. 
" eanin the other person 

in another, but the othe_r is not, so �ey �� :::ג�כ :::
d
 .e ln friendsזbe�o::�ג

does not think of�hern_ גn any other zone 
uva fi/keskustelu) is one of the most active and 

3. Vauva onlme discussוon forum (www.va ·. (' E gl'sh "Baby") that publishes on 
. . 1 d. 1 · nnected to Vauva magaz1ne m n 1 , 

popular m Fm an t 15 cס 
th h d forth The discussion forum is not moderated; 

family • children, pregnancy' heal_ , ome, an so 
i S 2017 

however, discussants_need tס reg
d
stו

fr
er (V;�va,_ �ct;�r

En�
lish �� the second author, with key 

4 This excerpt 1s translate om mms 
· · h · tervie,v quotes and 

Finnish tenחs included in the Englis� t��la�o:• :ג:: �l
s�::f 0:i:�c�pt can be obtained 

transcripts in the chapter. The ongina mms 
from the authors. 

f . ti (EC) research program originally the "ethnography 
5. The etlmograp�y_ o commu.11זca . 0� thr olo ist Dell Hymes in a 1962 article and 

of speaking," was oחgשated by l�wst1c an op g 
1964 1967 1972). Gerry Philipsen 

developed further in a se�es 

t
_of 

fו��.i-:·;e��
m

:;�rticle� on co�unication practices in 
brought EC to the cornmגnuca ion _ e 

6) EC is an approach to the study of 
Tearnsterville, Chicago (e.g., _Phil1psen, _1975, \97t 198 . 

d eth dology that aims to study 
human communication with ןts own

f 
philo

d

soph
cז
y,os

t
s c

o
u
ry

 'turalו
an 

p::spe�tive. See Philipsen (1990), 
· · · local cסntexts ס use aג חn - d 

�=�(��;5). and Carbaugh and Hastings (1995) for morc סn the EC research pזogram an 

its methodology.. 
h katt l is no \onger talked about as part of the begiת-

6. Note that m our cuחent researc , e u . . •· 
ning stages of romantic relationship develop�ent m F1nlan�. . and divorce in the 

7. See also Riley (1996) on courtship, mamage, intermamage, 

American West. . rt" (l)  "difTerentiating" (communication focused on dif-
8 The stages of "comנng apa are 

· 1) (3) "st ting" 
f�ren�es); (2) "ciז�:�'�(:)�(�ר�:;.s{��f=�n��

a

�i:;:;:;�:tד�:t�:d (5) •��:ting" 
(little con:un�ca ו on , . . (K.na Van elisti, & Caughlin, 2014). · . ( cornmurucatוon that ends the relat1onsh1p) . pp, g . . 

ith 2 to 7 partic1pants 
9 For the U.S. data, 4 individual intervוews and 5 group וnterv1ew

22

s w
aנtr

.cו'pants rangm' g in · 
- th rth tem United States. There were P 

each were conducted �n e no eas 
f 25 . \uding 15 female and 7 male-participants. 

from 22 to 38 W!th an average age o ' mc 
I k African 

;�:enteen identifi�d as White/Caucasian, 2 as Asian/Pacific Islander, 2 as B ac or 
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American, and 1 as Hispanic or Latino. Fifteen identified themselves as heterosexual, 3 as 
homosexual, 3 as bisexual, and 1 as other. A!l had bachelor's degrees except for 4 who were 
working toward them; 4 were working toward or had master's degrees. AII interviews were 
au<lio-recorded and transcribed. We are grateful to research assistant Jaclyn Hahn for invalu
able help with data col!ection. 

10. For the Finnish data, ו preliminary group interview and 4 group interviews with 3 to 4 
participants each \Vere conducted in Helsinlci. There were 14 participants ranging in age from 
22 to 33, including 11 female and 3 ma]e participants. All participants were Finnish, Fiשנish 
speaking, heterosexual, aוid cuחently living in Helsinki. All but two participants had completed 

or were currently s tudying toward a graduate degree. All interviews were audio-recorded and 
transcribed. Research assistant Salli Kolehmainen's work on transcription and some analysis 
was invaluable. 

11. N ote that, following Carbaugh (2005), we locate culture in communication practice and 
are making claims about discourse concerning practices prominent i.n some scenes of social life 
in the United States and Finland, particularly in the Northeastem United States and Helsinki 
areas. Our claims are thus about cultural discursive practices, not populations of people. Fol
lowing Carbaugh (2005), we may call practices in the U.S. case "USArnerican," meaning 
"practices prominent and potent in some scenes of the United States" (p. xxiv), while practices 
in the Finland case, experienced whi\e living in Helsinki, we refer to as "Finnish." Several 
Finnish participants noted that the experiences in, beliefs about, or practices of developing 
ronנantic relationships would not be sirnilar outside the capital area ofHelsinki. 

12. Note the dual meaning כIf the term "discoursed" here, meaning (1) how the process of 
romantic relationship development was discussed by participants and (2) the system of cultuml 
practice and meaning that was brought into view during this, or "cultural discourse." 

l3. "Initiating" is also the first stage in Knapp's interaction stages of relationships model. 
While that stage is marked by the communicatioת pattem of "greeting," our stage includes first 
meeting (likely involving "greeting"), social media "stalking," and first contact after meeting 
(Knapp, 1978; Knapp, Vangelisti, & Caughlin, 2014). 

14. A mobile dating application ("app") is accessible via mobi]e phone or tablet, whereas 
online dating sites use a desktop site. Many dating sites now also have apps, so these terms are 
becoming more interchangeable. In the U.S. case, of our participants who used this technology, 
they only used datiווg apps, but did give examples of older famiJy and friends that used dating 
sites. A few noted that they used dating apps because they were free ( whereas dating sites often 
have a fc:e). The dating apps our participants used included Tinder, Bumble, Coffee MeetR 
Bagel, Grindr, Jack'd, OK Cupid, and Plenty ofFish, with Tinder being most popular. 

15. Note that the native tenנr "stalking" denotes that one is almost lurking privateJy iח a 

public space, anonymously learning more about the person rather quickJy without thcm Jaוo\v
ing. Users enable this possibility if they set their social media as open to the public, but it 
nevertheless carries soine negative connotation. 

16. Many of our younger participants noted that they were uncomfortable with phone calls 
early in a relationship and waited to talk on the phone until they had met in person once סr a 
few times. ConverseJy, a few of our older participants sought to talk to romantic interests right 
away on 1he phone as a way to more quickly see if they were romantically interested in the 
other person. 

17. See Carbaugh (1988, 2005) tor sirnilar symboJs and pmeזises conceming "rights," 
"choice," the "individual," and "communication" iת "USAmerican" culture. 

18. Part of this natural critique can be heard in the phrase "just talking," e.g., ''we're just 
talking." The qualifier "just" denotes this as a less serious relationship, which often frustrates 
those who want to be in a rnore serious relationship and want the exact תature of the relation
ship clarified. Conversely, for those who do not want such a relationship, "we're just talking" 
becomes a way to claim or account for a \ess serious relationship. 

19. According to some estimates, Tinder has about 100,000 Finnish users (www.vaestl>liitto. 
fi). Participants ,vere aware of some other applications as well, but did not use them as fre
quently or could not remember the names of the applications availab]e. Tindcr was by far most 
recognized, used, and described by participants. rדרis is apparent in media data as well; media 
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discourse focuses תס Tinder. For example, Tiזזder-treffit (a Tinder date) is a widely recognized 

and used expression in the media. 
20. WhatsApp is an Intemet-bascd messaging application through which text-messaging is 

free. WhatsApp is connected to the parties' phone number, while Facebook Messenger is 

connected to one's Facebook account. Face:book recently bought WhatsApp. 

21. These two terms are loan woזds. Deitti originates from English ("a date") and treffit is a 

loan word from Swedish (trajj), for which me:anings in English are, e.g., a date, a meeting, an 

appointment, a rendezvous. 
22. Tapailla, a verb, is derive:d from tavata (to meet). When adding the ending -il/a or -e/la 

to a verb, the meaning changes into action that is ongoing and that is done lightly, or is done: 

only a little, or in passing. In other words, to.pailla is that kind of mecting that is ongoing, light, 

and in passing. In addition to tapailla, participants used expressions such as olla jotain (to have 

something) or niihda toista (to see one another). 
23. Participants listed other, less typical activities as well. These were, e.g., rock climbing, 

going for a walk, paddleboarding, having dinner at home or a restaurant, and washing windows 

together. 
24. ln addition to avioliitto (marriage), a110/iitto (coוnmסn-!aw-marriage, cohabitatioמ) is 

re:cognized both socially and legally (including taxation, marriage law, social welfarc) in Fin

land. Avoliittס is described as two people living indefinitely together without marriage. With 

sonזe few exceptions, couples live together (they are in avoliitto) before marriage. It is also 

· commסn that a child or children are bom to parenזs who live in avoliittס, and who only Jater 

marry. 
,, ''1... ., 

25. The culturnl discourse ofFinnishness (e.g., Poutiainen, 201�).include!i{i notion ofFinns 

lacking skills in "small talk" (see also, e.g., Salo-Lee, 1993). These notions e:m11hasize cultural 

di:fferences in what counts as meaningfuJ communication. 
. ',_ 

26. We would also suggest that "talking" may mark the e:thos of a חew generation, i.e., that 

these technologies are not only changing the ,vay romantic relationships develop, but the very 

desire for or creatioח of new types of relationships. As such, new tecbnologies could be 

changing ways ofbeing, relating, acting, feeling, and dwclling in the world (Carbaugh, 2005). 

27. One important note here is that Knapp's model focuses on :iתteraction stages of develop

ment across relationship types (e.g., roזnantic, friendship); thercfo
re

, it would be more difficult 

to focus on temis for relationship types aתd types of communicatioח specific to certain types of 

relationships (e.g., ron:umtic, friendship, family). Thus, the model is broader, to encompass 

inte:raction in multiple types of relationships. 
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